Year 3

Please remember to continue to practice the Year 3/4 words in
your child’s reading record throughout the year These are in
addition to weekly spelling homework of 8 of the following to learn
each week.
Spelling
1. Ay sound
spelt ei, eigh
or ey
2. “i” sound
spelt with a
“y”
3. Double the
consonant to
protect the
short vowel
sound
4. Add the
suffix for
unstressed
sound
5. Words with
“sh” spelt
“ch”
6. “k” sound
spelt “ch”
7. Words with
endings
sounding like
“sha”
8. Words with
“u” sound
spelt “ou”

Vein, weigh, eight, neighbour, they, obey, eighteen, eighty, eighty-one,
disobey, weight, freight, neighbourhood,
Gym, gymnastics, gymnast, myth, Egypt, pyramid, mystery, crypt,
crystal, hymn, lyric, oxygen, cygnet, symbol, symptom, syrup, typical
Forgetting, forgotten, beginning, beginner, prefer, preferred, hopping,
stopping, hopped, stopped, tripped, tripping, slapped, slapping, batted,
batting, dropping, dropped, robber, robbing, robbed, whipped,
whipping, slipped, slipping, slippery, sloppy, slopping, tapper, tapping,
tapped, strapping, strapped, trapped, trapping, begger, begging,
begged, planner, planning, planned, plugged, unplugged.
Hope, hoped, hoping, gardening, gardener, gardened, limiting, limited,
limitation, liked, liking, handing, handed, jumper, jumping, jumped,
itched, itching, kicker, kicking, kicked
Chef, chalet, machine, brochure, chute, parachute,

Scheme, chorus, chemist, echo, character, ache, anchor, chaos,
stomach, technology, technical, chemistry, mechanic, orchestra,
Measure, treasure, pleasure, enclosure, creature, furniture, picture,
nature, adventure, fracture, feature, future, mixture, nature, puncture,
structure, vulture, texture, sculpture
Young, double, touch, trouble, country, trouble, cousin, courage,
encourage, rough, tough, enough, couple

9. ation

Information, adoration, sensation, preparation, admiration, operation,
imagination, formation, narration, multiplication, education, relation,
creation, location, punctuation, station, identification,

10. sion

Division, invasion, confusion, decision, collision, television, mission,
session, version, permission, confession, expression, impression,

depression, discussion, possession, mansion, tension, extension,
expansion.
11. ly

Slowly, hopefully, sadly, completely, usually, finally, comically, gently,
simply, nicely, warmly, sadly, amazingly, quickly, quietly

12. ily

Happily, greedily, angrily, moodily, luckily, easily, lazily, nastily

13. ally

frantically, dramatically, magically, accidentally, actually, basically,
finally, gradually

14. Prefixes

Disappear, disagree, disobey, misbehave, mislead, misspell, inactive,
incorrect, illegal, illegible, immature, immortal, impossible, impatient,
imperfect, irregular, irrelevant, irresponsible, redo, refresh, return,
reappear, redecorate, subdivide, subheading, submarine, submerge
interact, intercity, international, supermarket, superman, superstar,
antiseptic, anticlockwise

15.

here/hear, heel/heal/he’ll, meat/meet, plain/plane, mail/male,
Homophones main/mane, fair/fare, groan/grown, peace/piece, brake/break,
grate/great,

